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Covid news awareness is high and seen as serious threat
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82%

18%

92%

8%

67%

33%

Seen, read, heard “a lot” 
about coronavirus

Closely following news 
coronavirus 

Believe it’s a serious 
threat, not hype

How much have you seen, read, or heard 
about the recent coronavirus (COVID-19)?

How closely, if at all, have you been following 
news about the coronavirus (COVID-19)?

Which of the following statements comes closest to 
your view, even if neither fits perfectly?

The coronavirus (COVID-19) is being hyped up by the media, 
government and companies and 

is not as serious as it's being portrayed.

Portrayals of the coronavirus (COVID-19) are not hype; it poses a 
serious threat to me and my family, the country, and the US economy.



Biggest concerns are impact to economy and others’ health; 
less worried about their own finances, health and job

How concerned are you about impact of coronavirus (COVID-19) on the following:
Ranked by Very Concerned

62%
54% 54% 54%

45%
41%

30%

The US economy Americans’ health Your family’s health Businesses in your
communities

Your personal
finances

Your personal health Your job

90% 89% 88% 83% 76% 72% 47%Total Concern
Very + somewhat

VERY CONCERNED
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Travel, finance perceived to take biggest hit; health, food, e-
commerce will benefit; tech will be unaffected 

Do you think the outbreak will mostly help or mostly hurt the following industries, or will it have no impact?

82% 80%
57%

18% 19% 24%
37% 39%

21%
36%

22%

8% 9%

14%

68% 66% 56%
54% 42%

32%
23%

39%

10% 11%
29%

14% 15% 21%
9%

19%

47% 41% 39%

Airlines Hotels Banks /
financial
services

Pharma
companies

Pharmacies E-commerce Grocery stores Health
insurance

Telecom Tech
manufacturers

Social media

MOSTLY HURT MOSTLY HELP NO IMPACT
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Consumers want to see 
companies putting 
communities over profits

7 in 10 think it’s  very important to

• Compensate hourly workers if they become sick, 
are quarantined or are otherwise negatively 
impacted and cannot work

• Cancel travel, large gatherings and events at the 
cost of near-term profits 

How important, if at all, are each of the following actions in addressing the coronavirus and its impact?

85% want companies to 

• Prioritize employees, customers and 
communities, even if it means sacrificing profits.

Which of the following statements comes closest to your view, even if neither fits perfectly?
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Grocery stores, pharmacies receiving credit for helping 
customers during this time
Many unsure how tech/telecom, travel and social media are responding to their customers/users

EXCELLENT/GOOD DON’T KNOW

In your opinion, how would you rate each of the following industries’ response to helping their CUSTOMERS during the 
coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak? Ranked by Excellent + Good

62%

55%

48%
44% 42%

38% 37%
33% 33% 32% 31%

11%

21%
24%

27% 25%
28%

36%
33%

24%
29%

38%

Grocery stores Pharmacies E-commerce Pharma
companies

Health
insurance

Banks/Financial
Services

Telecom Hotels Airlines Social media Tech
manufacturers
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Pluralities “don’t know” what companies across industries are 
doing for their employees

EXCELLENT/GOOD DON’T KNOW

In your opinion, how would you rate each of the following industries’ response to helping their EMPLOYEES during the 
coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak? Ranked by Excellent + Good

46%

39%
37% 36%

34%
32% 32% 31%

28%
26% 26%

23%

36% 37%
40% 40% 41%

43%
46%

44%

37%
35%

Grocery stores Pharmacies E-commerce Pharma
companies

Banks/Financial
Services

Health
insurance

Tech
manufacturers

Telecom Social media Hotels Airlines
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Companies stepping in to help in a variety of ways improves 
perceptions  

48%

52%

53%

53%

55%

56%

58%

63%

35%

30%

30%

32%

30%

29%

29%

26%

Using resources to communicate timely and accurate information to the public

Implementing permanent sick leave changes for all employees during future outbreaks

Establishing one-time changes in paid sick leave policies for hourly employees who
contract the coronavirus or cannot work as a result of it

Supporting local small businesses in your community

Providing financial support to medical professionals on the front lines of this crisis

Providing assistance to parents with young children who need to be home for extended
periods of time

Supporting food banks or other non-profits for people who are struggling to access food

Helping the elderly access products and services to contact their family and friends

If a large corporation were to take these actions [in response to covid-19], would it make you more positive or more negative toward that business, or 
would it have no impact? 

MUCH MORE POSITIVE SOMEWHAT MORE POSITIVE

89%

87%

85%

85%

85%

83%

82%

83%
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Not offering paid sick leave 
can be detrimental 
reputationally and for a 
company’s bottom line

More than half say they would be less likely to 
be a customer of companies across industries 
if they did not offer paid sick leave

If you were to learn that a company in the following 
industries did not offer paid sick leave to its hourly employees, 
would it make you more or less likely to be a customer there, 

or would it have no impact?

50%

15%

30%

MORE LIKELY NO IMPACTLESS LIKELY

Asked across 11 industries – scores ranged  from 50%-57%

More than
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About Breakwater Strategy 
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Shoot us a note.

Arik Ben-Zvi – President & CEO 
arik@breakwaterwaterstrategy.com

Jackie Cannon – Vice President, Head of Research & Insights 
jackie@breakwaterstrategy.com
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About Us

Breakwater Strategy is a strategic 
communications and insights consultancy 
dedicated to helping organizations navigate 
complex and consequential issues.

http://breakwaterwaterstrategy.com
http://breakwaterstrategy.com
https://breakwaterstrategy.com/

